Automatic segmentation of occluded vasculature via pulsatile motion analysis in endoscopic robot-assisted partial nephrectomy video.
Hilar dissection is an important and delicate stage in partial nephrectomy, during which surgeons remove connective tissue surrounding renal vasculature. Serious complications arise when the occluded blood vessels, concealed by fat, are missed in the endoscopic view and as a result are not appropriately clamped. Such complications may include catastrophic blood loss from internal bleeding and associated occlusion of the surgical view during the excision of the cancerous mass (due to heavy bleeding), both of which may compromise the visibility of surgical margins or even result in a conversion from a minimally invasive to an open intervention. To aid in vessel discovery, we propose a novel automatic method to segment occluded vasculature from labeling minute pulsatile motion that is otherwise imperceptible with the naked eye. Our segmentation technique extracts subtle tissue motions using a technique adapted from phase-based video magnification, in which we measure motion from periodic changes in local phase information albeit for labeling rather than magnification. Based on measuring local phase through spatial decomposition of each frame of the endoscopic video using complex wavelet pairs, our approach assigns segmentation labels by detecting regions exhibiting temporal local phase changes matching the heart rate. We demonstrate how our technique is a practical solution for time-critical surgical applications by presenting quantitative and qualitative performance evaluations of our vessel detection algorithms with a retrospective study of fifteen clinical robot-assisted partial nephrectomies.